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In recent years, Machine-Type Communications (MTC) has become one of the most at-
tractive technologies in the area of wireless networking. Different sources are predicting a
large grow of smart grid machine-to-machine deployments in several decades, which also
means that the total number of wireless devices will increase dramatically. In connection
to this problem, the choice of the standard, which will satisfy all the MTC requirements
without harming current wireless deployments has become very relevant. Because of
these reasons, many companies are proposing to modify one (or several) of the current
wireless standard in a way that it will be possible to use for MTC purposes. This will be
perfect from point of view of interference problems, because they will be already included
in a standard itself.
Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-
A) is one of the most rapidly developing wireless technologies, that seems to be an ideal
candidate for future MTC implementation. However, while the capacity of typical LTE-A
network should be enough to satisfy traffic demands of large number of MTC devices,
the signaling is not ready to face new requirements. In this Thesis, we are consider-
ing and partly solving problems, that could occur in LTE-A signaling channels under
MTC conditions. Particularly, these are data access mechanisms, which could be realized
via Physical Uplink Control Channel (PUCCH) and Physical Random Access Channel
(PRACH). Speaking about assessment methods, the research made in this work is based
on 2 approaches: simulation and analysis. Both of them are also in details described in
the pages of this Thesis. As a conclusion it could be said that PUCCH channel is not suit-
able for the MTC data access, while PRACH is having problems only in heavily loaded
(overloaded) cases and should be slightly modified to face them.
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TERMS, ACRONYMS AND SYMBOLS
ALOHA Network protocol
BI Backoff Indicator. Number, indicating the value of backoff for RA pro-
cedure
BLER Block Error Rate. Ratio of error data blocks to total number of data
blocks
CDF Cumulative distribution function. Function, that describes the probabil-
ity of X to be lower or equal x, where X is a random variable with given
probability distribution and x describes x-axis values
CDMA Code Division Multiple Access. Method of channel access, where divi-
sion of the channels is made based on multiplication of user data with
different pseudo-random coding sequences
DL Downlink. Direction of data transmission from base station to the users
eNodeB Evolved Node B. 4G Evolution of NodeB (3G) (base station) element
ETSI European Telecommunications Standards Institute. Telecommunications
standardization organization
EPC Evolved Packet Core. LTE core, consists of several entities: Mobility
Management Entity, Serving Gateway, PDN Gateway, Home Subscriber
Server, Access Network Discovery and Selection Function and Evolved
Packet Data Gateway
EUTRAN Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network. Radio access part
of LTE network
FDD Frequency Division Duplex. Method of UL and DL channels division.
Based on their frequency separation
FSM Finite State Machine. Mathematical model which is used to describe
program logic
GSM Global System for Mobile Communications. Standard describing sec-
ond generation cellular networks
HARQ Hybrid automatic repeat request. Combination of automatic repeat re-
quest and forward error correction mechanisms. Target to prevent and/or
resend unsuccessful packet
VH2H Human-to-Human communications. Type of wireless communications
between two or more UEs, directly controlled by humans
IoT Internet of things. The concept of an internet-like network, where basic
network units are machine-based devices
ITU International Telecommunication Union. International agency, respon-
sible for telecommunications
LTE Long Term Evolution. Wireless cellular standard of 4th generation (4G).
Starting from release 10, called LTE-Advanced (LTE-A)
L2S Link-to-System mapping. Link-Layer Simulator results mapping to System-
Layer-simulator
MTC Machine Type Communications. Type of wireless communications be-
tween two or more machine-based devices
M2M Machine-to-Machine. In this context is similar to MTC
OFDMA Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access. Method of channel
access, channels are divided by frequency subcarriers sets
PLS Protocol-Level Simulator. Less detailed (than SLS) simulator, which
main purpose is to simulate certain protocol details
PDCCH Physical Downlink Control Channel. LTE control channel, used for DL
signaling information
PDSCH Physical Downlink Shared Channel. LTE data channel, used for user
DL data transmission
PRACH Physical Random Access Channel. LTE control channel, initially used
for network entry
PUCCH Physical Uplink Control Channel. LTE control channel, used for UL
signaling information
PUSCH Physical Uplink Shared Channel. LTE data channel, used for user UL
data transmission
RA Random Access procedure. LTE procedure, initially used for network
entry.
RAR Random Access response (Msg2). Message, in which eNodeB answers
to the UE Msg1 (RA preamble)
VI
RAN Radio Access Network. Part of cellular network, which main purpose is
to provide connection to user
RB Resource Block. LTE channel allocation unit
RRC Radio Resource Control. UMTC protocol stack
RSRQ Reference Signal Received Quality. LTE Reference signal quality mea-
surement value
RSRP Reference Signal Received Power. LTE Reference signal power on the
receiver side
SINR Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio. Value, describing how much
signal level is higher than a combination of noise and interference levels
SLS System-Level Simulator. Simulator, which main goal is to show how
network will work in environment close to real
SR Scheduling Request. Special message UE sends to ask eNodeB for re-
sources.
UE User Equipment. Mobile user device, used in communication purposes
UL Uplink. Direction of data transmission from user to base station
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunications System. 3G wireless communi-
cations standard
WiMAX Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access. 4G wireless com-
munications standard
3G 3rd Generation. A set of wireless cellular standards, which satisfy cer-
tain requirements.
4G 4th Generation
802.16 Series of wireless standards
11. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Structure of the Thesis
Analysis of Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) as a candidate technology for Machine-
Type Communications (MTC) is large and complicated research task. Therefore, in this
Thesis we are touching only small part of the problem, which is mostly related to the
signaling channels and associated procedures. However, due to the importance and com-
plexity of the task, several different research instruments were created during this work.
In the Chapters of this Thesis we will describe these instruments as well as the research
made around the considered problem.
The Thesis is organized as follows: in the rest of Chapter 1 we explain the scope of
the Thesis, together with related literature. After that, in Chapter 2 we are introducing the
structure, basic parameters and properties of LTE-A. Further in the Chapter 2, the LTE-A
access channels are considered, as well as the possible problems that could occur with
them under MTC conditions. Chapter 3 is mostly related to the assessment methods used
in this Thesis. Here, the advantages and disadvantages of different simulation and math-
ematical network abstraction mechanisms are considered on the practical examples. In
Chapter 4, parameters, assumptions and targeted metrics are given. Description and cali-
bration of the constructed simulator and analysis are also presented in there. In Chapter 5,
numerical results are provided and conclusion is made. Finally, it is need to mention, that
the results of this research were also published in [1; 2; 3; 4].
1.2 Scope of the Thesis
MTC, also known as Machine-to-Machine (M2M), have recently developed into a critical
technology that is expected to generate significant revenues. Industry reports indicate the
considerable potential of the MTC market, with millions of devices connected within the
following years resulting in predicted revenues of up to $300 billion [5]. According to [6],
the concept of MTC broadly enables a device (smart meter, actuator, or sensor) to capture
a specific event and relay it through the underlying network to the associated application,
which in turn translates it into meaningful data for the service consumer.
As traditional voice service revenues continue to shrink, mobile network operators
are increasingly interested in MTC-based applications to bridge in the growing revenue
gap [7]. Consequently, European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has
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started new activities with the goal of defining an end-to-end MTC architecture [8],
whereas emerging Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.16p pro-
posals address enhancements for IEEE 802.16m technology to support MTC applica-
tions [9]. The recent analysis in [10] indicates that smart grid may become one of the key
MTC use cases that involves meters autonomously reporting usage and alarm information
to grid infrastructure to help reduce operational cost, as well as to regulate a customer’s
utility use based on load-dependent pricing signals received from the grid [11].
We expect that cellular technologies, such as Third Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) LTE and IEEE 802.16, will play a pivotal role in enabling smart metering appli-
cations. 3GPP LTE has recently defined several work items on MTC communications,
primarily with respect to Radio Access Network (RAN) overload control [12; 13]. The
3GPP Services group is also interested in MTC-related improvements for LTE Release 12
within the context of mobile data applications [14].
Summarizing the latest developments in 3GPP, ubiquitous smart grid deployments
were shown to be hindered by many technical challenges. In this Thesis, we consider
a typical smart metering MTC application scenario in 3GPP LTE-A wireless cellular sys-
tem featuring a large number of devices connecting to the network near-simultaneously
and then sending their data through the network. We target thorough simulations and
analysis of the Physical Random Access Channel (PRACH) within the LTE-A technol-
ogy with respect to the congested MTC scenario and discuss some related research in
what follows.
1.3 Related literature
Thorough evaluation of PRACH capacity, both with simulations and analytically, has
been a popular research direction around 10 years ago for the legacy 3rd Generation (3G)
cellular networks based on Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) technology [15].
Originally, PRACH served as an Uplink (UL) contention-based channel to carry control
information from client devices to the base station [16].
More specifically, a transmission of a random access request from a network client has
been decomposed into two stages. At the preamble transmission stage, the power ramping
technique was used to adjust the transmit power to particular channel conditions (see the
related analysis with respect to the blocking, throughput, and delay in [17]). The basic
principle of the power ramping procedure is that a user starts sending its preambles with
lower power and then gradually increases its transmit power in case a transmission failed
at the previous attempt. As a result, less interference is caused to other network nodes
and actual data transmission begins with already adjusted power. Further, a meaningful
message was transmitted to the base station for the purposes of initial network access or
bandwidth requesting.
The improved version of PRACH within the 4th generation (4G) LTE-A system has
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also attracted significant research attention. Considering a superior Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) technology, the successful transmission probability
and throughput of PRACH were studied in [18]. An alternative approach to the throughput
and access delay evaluation of PRACH has been pursued in [19] also providing several
options for enhanced PRACH resource utilization.
Importantly, all the aforementioned research efforts have only considered the lighter
loads from human-oriented traffic and thus the related results are not directly applicable to
MTC scenarios where a large population of devices attempts to access the network within
a very short period of time.
Accounting for a surge in initial network entry, many recent works focus on over-
loaded PRACH performance. Reflecting some initial discussions in 3GPP identifying the
key impact of RAN overload, the work in [20] reviewed potential solutions and tech-
nology options to enhance the capability of LTE-A to handle numerous requests from
MTC devices. Alternatively, [21] compared the two most probable (as per ongoing 3GPP
discussions) candidate solutions for random access preamble allocation and management.
However, previous work on RAN overload has rather been a set of candidate proposals
while 3GPP was evaluating those identifying the minimal required changes to LTE-A
specification. Most recently, the research in [22] concludes on some of these efforts by
detailing the officially approved 3GPP evaluation methodology produced within the work
item on RAN overload control [23].
Summarizing, the existing frameworks for PRACH evaluation are mostly simulation-
based. Furthermore, the obtained simulation results are often disjoint and even contra-
dictory due to the lack of a unified methodology. As long as the recent calibration data
approved by 3GPP has not been accounted for, many older findings may not be trustwor-
thy for the community anymore.
In this Thesis, we develop a novel PRACH evaluation methodology building upon
the calibrated baseline and conduct thorough analysis and simulations of the PRACH
performance under MTC overload. We also give our prediction for the regular MTC
operation, when the network is not experiencing a congestion.
Due to the fact that the MTC devices are typically small-scale and battery-powered, ac-
counting for their energy consumption is of paramount importance [11]. In what follows,
we seek to extend a validated evaluation methodology fully compatible with the 3GPP
test cases with an in-depth analysis of PRACH performance in overloaded MTC scenar-
ios. By including energy consumption into our framework together with the traditional
performance metrics (such as access delay and success probability), we aim at providing
a complete and harmonized insight into MTC device operation.
42. TECHNOLOGY BACKGROUND
This Chapter is related to the LTE-A, which is considered as technology candidate for
future MTC deployments. The MTC concept is first described in more details. After that,
basic properties of LTE-A, as well as the description of its access channels are given.
Emphasis of the Chapter is made on the weaknesses of a main control channel used in
the system under MTC conditions. Furthermore, possible alternative is introduced and
analyzed.
2.1 MTC concept
MTC may be defined as information exchange between a device and another entity in the
Internet or the core network, or between the devices themselves, which does not require
human interaction. As such, MTC is a very distinct capability that enables the imple-
mentation of the Internet of Things (IoT). The mobile network operators are increasingly
interested in the IoT applications to bridge in the growing revenue gap, as Average Rev-
enue Per Unit (ARPU) of traditional services continues to shrink.
Due to its huge market potential, cellular technologies are currently developing air in-
terface enhancements to support the IoT. In particular, 3GPP is becoming increasingly
active in this area with several work items defined on MTC, especially for LTE-A Re-
lease 12 [14]. A conceptual draft of the MTC network, based on the LTE-A deployment
is shown in Figure 2.1
Related research in [24] suggests that a service optimized for MTC is expected to be
considerably different from that for conventional Human-to-Human (H2H) communica-
tions. This is particularly true for smart metering applications autonomously reporting
usage and alarm information to grid infrastructure [11]. For instance, a potentially very
large number of unattended meters, with little traffic per device, may introduce a surge at
the serving base station when accessing the network nearly simultaneously [23].
The motivating smart metering use case therefore serves as a valuable reference MTC
scenario [25] covering many characterizing MTC features. Together with effective mea-
sures for overload control in smart grid, the LTE-A system shall also provide mechanisms
to lower power consumption of small-scale battery-powered wireless meters. As transmit-
ted data bursts may be extremely small in size, the network should additionally support
efficient transmission of such packets with very low overhead.
Accounting for the fact that MTC transmissions may be infrequent with large amounts
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LTE 
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MTC 
devices
Figure 2.1: MTC network system topology.
of time between them, in this Thesis we target efficient support for small data access
within the 3GPP LTE-A system. Also we emphasize that MTC devices should consume
very low operational power over long periods of time and address energy-related perfor-
mance across our study. We note that these important research problems are insufficiently
highlighted in the existing literature which has only been focusing on overload control.
2.2 LTE-A components and structure overview
3GPP LTE-A is a cellular-based wireless network belonging to the 4th generation (4G),
which development is ongoing for at least last six years. The main advantages of LTE-A
are better flexibility and higher data rates. However, these features come with higher pro-
tocol complexity and more advanced techniques applied primarily at the physical layer.
Below we briefly mention the basics of LTE-A topology and some physical layer features.
The architecture of an LTE-A network consists of two major components: evolved
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) Terrestrial Radio Access Net-
work (EUTRAN) and Evolved Packet Core (EPC) [26]. The main elements of EUTRAN
are User Equipment (UE) and Evolved Node B (eNodeB). In this Thesis, we are mostly
concentrated on the EUTRAN part (see Figure 2.2), specifically, on the connections be-
tween UE and eNodeB. Particularly, we focus on Frequency Division Duplex (FDD),
which means that we are considering the frame type 1 [27]. Currently, the LTE-A system
defines the smallest physical resource element and, depending on the configuration, 72 or
84 of them are combined into a single Resource Block (RB). In the UL, one RB includes
12 subcarriers in the frequency domain and 6 or 7 Single Carrier-Frequency Division
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EUTRAN EPC
Figure 2.2: Simplified LTE-A EUTRAN architecture.
Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) symbols in the time domain [27].
One important feature of the physical layer is modulation and coding schemes (MCS).
Changed radio environment causes variations in the Signal to Interference plus Noise
Ratio (SINR) levels meaning that technology should support adaptation mechanisms to
mitigate these fluctuations. Decreasing its MCS, the UE reduces the coding rate such
that the SINR level needed for the successful data reception is also reduced by sacrificing
maximum system throughput. There are 32 MCS sets as per LTE-A release 10 [28] and if
adaptive MCS is enabled it can automatically adjust performance to the varying channel
conditions.
In this research, we limit our investigation to a popular configuration of 5 MHz band-
width with 25 RBs in frequency (see Figure 2.3). In the time domain, an RB is 0.5 ms
in length, while an RB-pair (2 adjacent RBs) is forming a subframe of 1 ms and is the
smallest schedulable unit. Ten subframes compose a radio frame of 10 ms. In Figure 2.3,
the frame resources are split between the three channels: Physical Uplink Control Chan-
nel (PUCCH), PRACH and Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH). While PUSCH is
usually used for useful data transmission, the other two are dedicated for control purposes.
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To understand the signaling problems that could occur in LTE-A under MTC conditions
in next subsection we will make a short overview of these two channels.
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Figure 2.3: Distribution of resource blocks across data access channels.
2.3 LTE-A access channels
2.3.1 PUCCH
Description
PUCCH is dedicated to carry the UL control information including (i) channel quality
information for adaptive control of modulation and coding schemes (MCSs) and power,
(ii) Scheduling Requests (SRs) to demand system resources, (iii) indicators for MIMO
control, and (iv) Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuests (HARQ) feedback. Out of several
PUCCH configurations, we are only interested in type 1 PUCCH RBs used for SR trans-
mission (see Figure 2.4, left).
Problems in MTC environment
The default mechanism to allocate a part of PUSCH resource for UL data transmission is
based on SR transmission. In case a device already has UL time alignment and a dedicated
PUCCH allocation, it may use this allocation for sending its SR (see Figure 2.4, left),
otherwise, PRACH will be used (see Figure 2.4, right). The periodicity of PUCCH RB
availability for the SR transmission depends on SR configuration index and may vary from
1 to 80 ms (subframes). Moreover, several SRs from different devices can be aggregated
into a single PUCCH RB and in our research we assume that up to 18 requests may be
multiplexed [29].
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Figure 2.4: PUCCH (left) and PRACH (right) example signaling.
After sending its SR, the device needs to wait until the eNodeB (base station) answers
it with a corresponding scheduling grant (see Figure 2.4, left and Figure 2.5). The main
benefit of the SR transmission via PUCCH is very high reliability and nearly deterministic
data delay values. However, when the number of devices is large, the PUCCH resources
may quickly exhausted.
Uplink
Downlink
Data 1-2 
Tx
SG SG
Delay 2
Delay 1
Data 3 Tx
T
T0
SR SR
1 2 43 3
P
P0
P2
P3
P1
Energy consumption of # 3Energy consumption of # 1
Device #
Delay 3
Figure 2.5: Example PUCCH time diagram.
When the PUCCH resource becomes insufficient to support every active device in a
particular cell, another RB pair can be allocated or SR periodicity may be increased. In
either case, SR transmission via PUCCH is expected to consume much system resources
when the device population is growing. In the extreme, the PUCCH resources may be-
come depleted even for longer periods and higher RB multiplexing orders. As mentioned
earlier, an alternative method for SR transmission is the Random Access (RA) procedure
over the PRACH.
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Figure 2.6: Example RA time diagram
2.3.2 PRACH
Description
RA procedure of 3GPP LTE-A is briefly summarized in Figure 2.4(right). Firstly, a UE
sends a random access preamble (Msg 1) to the base station via the PRACH by choosing
it randomly out of the maximum of 64 preamble sequences [30]. Note that fewer pream-
bles may actually be available, depending on the network configuration. A collision can
occur at the base station when two or more UEs choose identical preamble sequences
and send them at the same time. Preamble transmission may also fail due to insufficient
transmission power.
If a preamble has been received correctly, the base station (eNodeB) acknowledges
it by a Random Access Response (RAR or Msg 2) within the response window. An
indicator of the resource in Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) where RAR
can be received is sent over Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) [31].
As eNodeB needs to establish which UE sent which preamble, collision resolution
process is required. After some RAR processing time, UE transmits Radio Resource
Control (RRC) connection request message (Msg 3) via the PUSCH using the resources
granted by Msg 2. RA procedure ends with a successful reception of RRC connection
set-up message (Msg 4) from eNodeB. When more than one UEs send a similar Msg 3
(due to a preceding preamble collision), eNodeB will at best respond only to one of these
requests. Otherwise, if any of signaling messages has not been received by UE, it restarts
the RA procedure after some backoff time chosen randomly within a window given by
the Backoff Indicator (BI). In Figure 2.6 the procedure is shown in more details including
power consumption, which will be described later on.
Problems in MTC environment
By contrast to PUCCH, the PRACH transmission is unreliable and may be unsuccessful
not only when sending Msg1 (due to collision or insufficient transmit power), but also due
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to problems in the transmission or reception of the later messages required to finalize the
procedure. All failures during the RA procedure lead to restarting it after a random time.
Upon a restart, the backoff timer is chosen uniformly within the backoff window size of
20 ms [23].
As a summary, several negative events may be the cause of a failed RA procedure and
hence higher network access delays. Naturally, collision probability increases with the
number of requesting UEs (or, in our case, MTC devices) and also depends on their traffic
patterns. For overloaded PRACH scenarios, the number of contending devices per cell
may reach the astonishing number of 30 000 [32], which may lead to prohibitive collision
probabilities and quickly deteriorate system resources. Therefore, the 3GPP has recently
been very active on evaluating the causes and consequences of such overloads.
Despite its limited reliability, the main advantage of the PRACH procedure is that
it consumes a fixed amount of RBs. For example, one PRACH allocation may occupy
exactly 6 RB-pairs per subframe (see Figure 2.3 and [23]) and the devices may attempt to
transmit their preambles only in subframes 1 and 6. However, with the increasing number
of devices or their traffic arrival frequencies, the collision probability may become high,
as well as access delay and power consumption due to retransmissions. Additionally,
the extensive use of PRACH for the data access may block other MTC or H2H users
performing initial network entry. Therefore, below we propose an alternative data access
scheme for MTC devices.
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3. ASSESSMENT
In this Chapter we are briefly discussing 2 main approaches used in the Thesis: simulation
and analysis. In first section we are concentrating on simulation approach, considering
System-Level Simulator (SLS) tools as an example of practically used simulator types.
Moreover, during this research, we made a comparison of so-called general-purpose and
problem-oriented SLS tools by driving experiments of cellular network LTE-based sce-
narios. After that, we also consider the mathematical analysis of LTE-A PUCCH-based
access method to show that analytical approach could be a useful and convenient tool to
describe the modern wireless networks behavior.
3.1 Simulation paradigm and capabilities
3.1.1 SLS concept
Contemporary wireless communications are one of the most rapidly growing segments of
the market. Novel solutions and features are being actively developed and deployed in this
field. However, the analysis of modern wireless networks requires significant resources.
To facilitate performance assessment, SLS tools are typically used. Their main purpose is
to predict how the network will operate before actually running it in a real environment.
This is very helpful, because network operator may lose a lot of resources if the proposed
technology will not work properly after the network deployment. Moreover, system level
simulators can be used as network planning tools and for educational purposes.
There exist different criteria to classify the available SLS tools: efficiency, complexity,
scalability, etc. However, we may broadly divide them into two large classes: general-
purpose and problem-oriented. Several examples of general-purpose SLS tools are shown
in Table 3.1. It will be fair to say that the evaluations shown in Table 3.1 are based on
the personal opinions and belief of the author. More information about the mentioned
simulators can be extracted from the respective websites (see references in Table 3.1).
General-purpose solutions are wider than their problem-oriented counterparts and may
include different technologies as so-called “modules“ inside one integral tool. The major
disadvantage of the simulators belonging to this class is not very detailed (simplified) sys-
tem structure. As the result, they are sometimes not enough accurate, or their performance
cannot be verified. Another drawback is the complexity of their source code. General-
purpose SLS tools are typically used for the educational purposes, that is, to study the
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Table 3.1: General-purpose SLS examples
Name Detalization Usability Complexity
Opnet modeler 17.0 [33] High High High
OMNet++ [34] Medium High High
NS2 [35] Low Medium Low
NS3 [36] Medium High Medium
GNS [37] High High High
Hurricane 2 [38] Low Medium High
basic principles behind a particular technology. They can also be applied in academic re-
search [39], and Opnet modeler by OPNET Technologies is a typical representative within
its class.
Problem-oriented SLS tools are specifically produced for the simulation of upcoming
wireless technologies and are mainly developed by the network operators, vendors, or
with the assistance of some third-party companies. Advantages of these simulators are:
simplicity of usage, wider opportunities for calibration, and broader range of available
statistics. However, the simulators belonging to this class are typically not intended for
commercial use. The reason is that these SLS tools have smaller performance scope. They
are normally exploited within companies for detailed research on specific technological
issues and are therefore difficult to use in educational process. Particularly, problem-
oriented SLS tools are important instruments exploited during the standardization process
and the development of new technology.
In order to conclude on their precision, different simulators can be compared with each
other and also against theoretical predictions. In particular, the most interesting statistics
at the physical layer is related to throughput per user (or overall), spectral efficiency (cen-
ter and cell-edge), SINR, and BLock Error Rate (BLER).
3.1.2 General-purpose and Problem-oriented SLS tools exam-
ples
Opnet Modeler
OPNET Modeler 17.0 [33] is a network simulator, which purpose generally is the model-
ing of different types of networks. The OPNET Modeler Wireless Suite presents plenty of
capabilities and functions for various types of wireless networks including GSM, UMTS,
IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX) and 3GPP LTE-A. Each network type is included as a separate
module and is visible through graphical modules, called editors. The Project Editor de-
fines the basic functionality of network planning. Every network element (node) in the
Project Editor can be configured also in the Node Editor. Further, each block is repre-
sented as a finite state machine (FSM) that can be adjusted in the Process Editor. The
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typical work flow to create a new model is demonstrated in Figure 3.1.
Project
Editor
Topology
creation
Node
Editor
Node
structure
deﬁnition
Process
Editor
Node
functionality
creation
Sourcecode
Figure 3.1: Model creation workflow in Opnet modeler.
Our module of interest is the LTE-A module, which includes different eNodeB mod-
els, UE models, and an EPC model. Moreover, it has a complex and wide structure with a
number of limitations and parameters to configure. In the scope of this Chapter, the most
important component of the LTE-A module is the Physical Layer Measurements. It in-
cludes SINR measurement in both Downlink (DL) and UL directions, which are collected
separately for each UE.
Other interesting statistics at the physical layer is related to the Reference Signal Re-
ceived Power (RSRP) and reference signal received quality (RSRQ). A UE measures
RSRP and RSRQ continuously (with a 5ms update interval) and independently for each
eNodeB, which it can hear. Continuing with physical layer measurements, we should
also mention Pathloss, Interference, and Multipath Fading models supported by the
module. For instance, the following pathloss models are available in the Opnet mod-
eler [33]: Macrocell suburban based on COST231 Hata Urban model, Macrocell urban
based on COST231 Hata Urban model, Microcell urban based on COST231 Walfish-
Ikegami, Erceg suburban fixed, and shadow fading based on the lognormal distribution
model. Speaking about multipath propagation, four International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) multipath models are supported [33]: Pedestrian A and B, as well as Ve-
hicular A and B. Finally, the interference model is supported as follows [33]:
• Interference module detects time and frequency overlaps among different bursts.
• Interference is proportional to the amount of burst overlaps.
• Interference may cause burst drops for PUSCH and PDSCH bursts.
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• Interference effects for control channels are based on a probability distribution func-
tion.
• Interference is computed among nodes using the same or different LTE-A physical
layer profiles.
• The frequency attributes of a given LTE-A physical layer profile are accounted for
when computing interference.
UNN LTE UL SLS
The UNN LTE UL SLS is an example of a problem-oriented SLS mentioned above and
designed primarily to assess client cooperation techniques in mobile networks. Addition-
ally, it allows for the evaluation of the advanced data transmission techniques. This SLS
has been developed by the Wireless Competence Center (WCC) of the State University of
Nizhny Novgorod and is based on the SLS used by Russian Evaluation Group within
the International Mobile Telecommunications-Advanced (IMT-Advanced) standardiza-
tion process intended for the evaluation of LTE-A as a 4th generation system candidate
[40].
In contrast to the general-purpose SLS tools, the UNN LTE UL SLS has no support for
higher-layer algorithms. Further, it has a simplified interface, flexible configuration tools,
and convenient post-processing instruments. However, the major feature of the UNN
LTE UL SLS is the possibility of detailed and accurate simulations of the technology in
question and of the deployment scenario including layout, antenna configurations, and
channel models.
The UNN LTE UL SLS supports simulation methodology typical for problem-oriented
SLS tools and is actively used by the international standardization committees (e.g. 3GPP,
IEEE, ITU, etc.), as well as equipment manufacturers. Particularly, hexagonal layout is
assumed with base stations located in the centers of hexagonal cells and with UE uni-
formly and randomly distributed over the entire simulated area. Each base station has
3 sectors divided by different sectors antenna beams. Further, the eNodeB entities lo-
cated in each sector perform power control, scheduling and resource management for the
associated UE similarly to the real-world algorithms operated at the currently deployed
base stations. Data packets are transmitted from UE to eNodeB and the success of each
packet reception is modeled depending on the physical layer algorithms operation and
signal propagation conditions: transmit power, path loss, channel models, interference
from other transmitting UEs, etc. Then, system operation statistics is stored and analyzed
further to derive the required SLS results.
The UNN LTE UL SLS structure is provided in Figure 3.2. The simulator has been
developed within the framework of the common SLS platform. The basic principle of
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common platform is the division of SLS functionality into two main blocks: system-
independent part which is fully reusable between different problem-oriented SLS tools
for different mobile radio-access networks or for different purposes, whereas system-
dependent part is developed specifically for the system under consideration. The interface
between system-independent and system-dependent parts is formalized and minimized to
simplify porting of system-dependent part between different simulators.
Deployment
Matematical
Algorithms
Auxilary Link-to-systemMapping
System-independentpart System-dependentpart
Figure 3.2: Key components of the UNN LTE UL SLS
Along with the auxiliary functionality, the system-independent part includes the de-
ployment module responsible for the simulation of layout, antenna models, channel mod-
els, etc. and its own mathematical library optimized for and oriented at SLS purposes.
System-dependent part was developed directly for the LTE-A Release 10 UL and in turn
consists of two program modules: Link-to-System (L2S) mapping interface and imple-
mentation of the main system control algorithms. L2S mapping interface is used for fast
and accurate prediction of the packet transmission performance of each link avoiding
the exact direct modeling of physical layer processing in the system. Simulated system
control algorithms include power control and scheduling, mentioned above, and HARQ
algorithm.
At the beginning of this research, the basic functionality of the UNN LTE UL SLS
is designed and implemented, whereas further development is also considered. In par-
ticular, there is a large field for considered problem-related improvements of the SLS.
Enhancements of the program platform are also planned, primarily with respect to input
(configuration) and output (Simulation Results Analyzer) tools.
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3.1.3 SLS tools comparison
Parameters
In this work we are firstly comparing both simulators on a small-scale simplified scenario
that can be also evaluated theoretically. This ensures that both SLS tools give adequate
and predictable results. Further, we consider scenarios with more advanced physical ef-
fects and evaluate the difference in performance by both tools.
Basically, some mismatch is expected due to the difference in signal power distribu-
tion dependent on the antenna pattern representation. Both simulators have flexible 3-D
antenna pattern editors, which allow setting basic antenna parameters. As UE antenna
is omni-directional, the core difference is in the BS antenna representation. The main
antenna parameters are explained in Figure 3.3. All these parameters are configured for
both simulators and have a significant impact on the network performance. Antenna gain
here is a gain in transmitted/received power, because of antenna directivity (in compar-
ison with non-directional antenna. Half power beam width (HPBW) is an angle, which
shows where the gain of the antenna decreases on 3dB. Antenna downtilting is an angle
of antenna tilting. Its purpose is to create a proper BS coverage. And forward to back
ratio is a ratio between antenna gain in main direction ant its opposite side.
Antenna
eNodeBMainlobe
Gain
Backlobe
FTB
HPBW
Downtilt
Figure 3.3: BS antenna parameters
The second difference may be due to the interference representation. If both power
control and adaptive MCS are disabled, interference representation differences will be-
come more evident. Opnet is expected to show higher overall throughput, whereas UNN
LTE UL SLS should give lower numbers due to wrap-around. Technically, wrap-around
carries the signals of border cells (as shown in Figure 3.4) into an opposite-side cell,
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thus border cells do not have any advantage in interference environment comparing to the
center cells.
This technique show more realistic results and gives calculation time economy in 19-
cell scenario, because it gives us possibility to take into account not only a central cluster,
as it shown in right side of a Fig. 3.4), but also border cells.
Interference
path example
Wrap around
used
No wrap around
used
realistic 
interference
underestimated
interference
Figure 3.4: Wrap around signal path example (left side) and realistic interference zone without
wrap around (right side) in typical 19-cell scenario
In this Thesis three scenarios are considered. Firstly, there is one-cell scenario with
minimal physical effects. The purpose of this scenario is to compare both SLS tools
against the theoretical predictions. Secondly, there is one-cell scenario with complete
physical layer effects in order to highlight the difference between the SLS tools on a
smaller scale. Thirdly, there is a typical 19-cells scenario, which is capturing the interfer-
ence effects. Baseline parameters for all the three scenarios are summarized in the Table
3.2. Also some assumptions can be made for simplicity:
Assumption 1. No HARQ.
Assumption 2. No sounding reference signals (SRS).
Assumption 3. No link adaptation and no channel-dependent scheduling.
Assumption 4. No penetration losses.
Assumption 5. The locations of users are chosen in a random fashion.
Also, some overhead is known to be presented in Opnet due to the explicit modeling
of the control channels. Therefore, it should be taken into account in UNN SLS and
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Table 3.2: Baseline simulation parameters
Parameter Value
Inter-cell distance 500 m (288 m cell radius)
Number of users per cell 30 users per 3-sector cell (10 users per sector)
UE antenna configuration omni-directional, antenna gain 0 dBi
BS antenna configuration directional, 17 dB in boresight gain
BS antenna HPBW azimuth plane = 70 deg, polar plane = 15
BS antenna downtilting 12 deg
BS antenna FTB 20 dB
Number of BS and MS antennae 1
MCS 7, 14, 21
Used bandwidth 10 MHz (1 MHz guard band)
Base frequency 1920 MHz
Used mode FDD
Cyclic prefix Normal
Scheduler type Round-Robin scheduler
(FDS)
in theoretical results. Basically, there is PRACH that takes 6 resource block pairs in
one subframe out of 10 (each frame), decreasing the throughput by around 1.2 % on
average (0.988 in (3.1)), and PUCCH, that takes 1 additional resource block pair in each
subframe. In Opnet modeler, Frequency Division Scheduling (FDS) is used meaning that
resource blocks are equally divided between all the users in a sector. For this case, there
exists a simplified method to calculate the physical-layer throughput. One should take a
Transport Block Size (TBS) value for a given number of RB (Table 7.1.7.2.1-1 in [40])
and divide it by the length of the subframe (3.1) to obtain the throughput of one user. If
there are 10 users in the cell, Opnet will allocate 5 RB for 9 of them and 4 RB for the
last one. Therefore, the calculations must be presented for each of the 10 users separately.
Summarizing, the theoretical throughput for one user can be defined as:
T = t ·0.988/m, (3.1)
where t is the TBS value, T is the theoretical value of the throughput, and m is the sub-
frame length.
Scenarios
One-cell with minimal physical effects. For verification purposes, one hexagonal cell
with 3 sectors and 10 users in each sector was considered. The limitations for this scenario
are: no mobility (all users are static), no multipath, and no shadow fading. The related
parameters are given in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Simulation parameters-I
Parameter Value
Transmission power, per RB (per UE) 23 dBm
Transmission power, overall (per UE) 40 dBm
Path loss model Free space
One-cell with complete physical effects. This scenario is similar to the previous one,
but physical effects are taken into account and the system is not anymore static. The
parameters for this scenario are shown in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Simulation parameters-II
Parameter Value
Transmission power, per RB (per UE) 13 dBm
Transmission power, overall (per UE) 30 dBm
Path loss model 3GPP 25.996 Urban macrocell
Multipath model ITU pedestrian A
User speed 3 km/h
19-cells scenario. The third scenario is a typical 19-cells setup (see Figure 3.5) [40].
In each cell, there are 3 sectors and 10 users per sector. Hence, the total number of users
per a simulation run is 570. The parameters are effectively the same as before, but the
interference is accounted for explicitly.
Results
Equation (3.1) was established for 1 user per sector. However, in case of 10 UE per sector,
each of them has 5 RB per subframe on average. As such, the overall throughput is 16.978
Mbps per cell. Theoretical throughput for one user, with parameters defined in Subsection
3.1.3 is shown in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5: Theoretical throughput for ideal channel conditions
MCS 7 14 21
Average throughput per UE, Mbps 0.565 1.215 2.085
Overall throughput, Mbps 16.978 36.469 62.552
In Tables 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, and in Figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 the values of throughput for all
the three scenarios are shown. In the first scenario, one may see that the throughput is
lower than theoretical for both SLS tools, whereas Opnet modeler demonstrates more
optimistic results. Dramatic reduction of throughput in case of MCS=21 can be explained
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Figure 3.5: 19 cells deployment example
by the higher BLER values for cell-edge (sector-edge) users. Typically this occurs with
a cell/sector-edge users, because they have a highest path loss and lowest SINR and then
MCS becomes higher, BLER also grows.
Theoretical values can be achieved by accumulating the throughput and the traffic that
was lost due to increased BLER. In equation (3.2), it is shown how to calculate loss S,
where T is the initial throughout, B = BLER, and G = 1-BLER.
S= (T ·B)/G (3.2)
For example, in case of MCS=21 (first scenario) UNN LTE UL SLS gives the average
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Figure 3.6: Average throughput per user, scenario 1
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Figure 3.7: Average throughput per user, scenario 2
throughput of 0.88 Mbps, and the BLER is equal to 0.57. We thus can add 1.166 (accord-
ing to the equation (3.2)).The sum is equal to 2.0465 Mbps, which is pretty close to the
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Figure 3.8: Average throughput per user, scenario 3
analytical result. Some difference, of course, still occurs due to probability of unequal
drop within the cell. E.g. it can be so that in one sector there will be 11 users, and in a
neighbor one 9. As a drawback these UEs will have different TBS.
Table 3.6: 1st scenario results
MCS 7 14 21
Opnet Modeler average throughput 0.533 1.063 1.266
Opnet Modeler average BLER 0.058 0.128 0.401
UNN LTE UL SLS average throughput 0.543 0.701 0.869
UNN LTE UL SLS average BLER 0.033 0.420 0.570
Throughput difference (%) 1.841 34.055 31.359
Our simulations showed that both SLS tools are close to the theoretical calculations,
when MCS = 7 in first two scenarios. However, some mismatch occurs for higher MCS,
which is explained by the growing BLER for users at the cell edges. Further performance
differences between the SLS tools may be caused by unequal number of users associated
(dropped) to (within) a sector and different interference representation in the first two
scenarios. For the third scenario, we expected higher results for Opnet. However, Opnet
modeler traffic generator works at the application layer, while UNN LTE UL SLS physical
layer is always in the full-buffer mode. Thus, buffer may not always be full for Opnet
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Table 3.7: 2nd scenario results
MCS 7 14 21
Opnet Modeler average throughput 0.366 0.55 0.733
Opnet Modeler average BLER 0.370 0.557 0.651
UNN LTE UL SLS average throughput 0.513 0.523 0.721
UNN LTE UL SLS average BLER 0.110 0.570 0.650
Throughput difference (%) 28.655 6.727 1.637
Table 3.8: 3rd scenario results
MCS 7 14 21
Opnet Modeler average throughput 0.252 0.257 0.280
Opnet Modeler average BLER 0.561 0.789 0.867
UNN LTE UL SLS average throughput 0.484 0.306 0.355
UNN LTE UL SLS average BLER 0.160 0.750 0.830
Throughput difference (%) 47.934 16.013 21.127
modeler. Additionally, UE movement is modeled explicitly in Opnet, whereas in UNN
SLS only the UE channel deviations are accounted for.
Considering the above factors, we conclude that the results are theoretically predictable
for both SLS tools and that the tools themselves match with a reasonable degree of ac-
curacy given their limitations. Nevertheless, we may already conclude that Opnet per-
formance is good enough for less detailed research at higher layers. However, it was
observed that Opnet modeler is too slow and complicated to work with MTC scenarios,
while UNN LTE UL SLS has not enough capabilities to simulate the PRACH in details.
As a conclusion to the section we could say that for the purposes of this research a sim-
plified (in terms of physical layer) Protocol-Level Simulator (PLS) was written, based on
the principles of problem-oriented SLS tool, which will be in details described in the next
Chapter.
3.2 Analytical benchmarking and limitations
3.2.1 General remarks
The below analysis of the two data access schemes has been conducted with two different
approaches. Whereas the evaluation of the PUCCH-based mechanism is close to trivial,
the analysis of the contention-based scheme (PRACH) is much more challenging. Due
to the inherent memory of the contention process, addressing it straightforwardly has not
been successful before even for much simpler ALOHA protocols. As such, we had to
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adopt the equivalent memoryless models for the scheme.
Owing to a large number of available preambles in PRACH, taking into account all
the transitions between the system states is unnecessarily complicated. Therefore, we
study the PRACH-based data access from the point of view of a particular backlogged
MTC device and its contention behavior by abstracting away most transitions through
averaging. The obtained approximation is generally suitable for the low system loads, as
long as the collision probability remains sufficiently small.
In this section we are considering the example of PUCCH-based data access analysis,
to show how powerful and simple the analytical approach could be, giving more difficult
analysis of PRACH in the next Chapter.
3.2.2 PUCCH-based data access analysis example
The PUCCH-based transmission is not susceptible to collisions and does not include back-
off periods. The data packet transmission time is assumed to take 1 subframe. We thus
calculate the mean packet delay as follows:
E[τ] = T/2+T0+1, (3.3)
where T0 is the PUCCH procedure duration (see Figure 2.5), T is the SR periodicity, and
1 stands for the transmission time.
To estimate the power consumption, we obtain the time fraction that a device spends
in every state (see subsection 11.5 for more details):
q1 = (T/2+3) ·λ ,q2 = (T0−3) ·λ ,q3 = 2 ·λ . (3.4)
The total amount of energy spent by the device may thus be derived from the expres-
sions above as follows:
ε=P2q2+P3q3+P1q1+P0(1−q3−q2−q1). (3.5)
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4. LTE-A PRACH PERFORMANCE UNDER
MTC CONDITIONS
Core algorithms, properties, assumptions and limitations of the research are presented in
this Chapter. Proposed analytical and simulation tools calibration process is also shown
and described in here.
4.1 Basic system parameters, assumptions and targeted met-
rics
Some initial parameters and assumptions related to simulations of LTE-A RACH for MTC
scenarios have been proposed in [23]. The motivation behind this document was to iden-
tify the parameters of a verification scenario, as well as to present calibration data provid-
ing a trustworthy baseline for various 3GPP member companies. As such, it is very im-
portant that existing PRACH-related simulation frameworks are harmonized with respect
to the results therein. Table 4.1 reviews parameters from several simulation methodology
documents [23; 41]. In particular, PRACH configuration index defines subframe num-
bers, where a UE can attempt preamble transmissions, as well as the preamble length.
The mac-ContentionResolutionTimer is the maximum number of subframes the UE waits
after Msg 3 transmission and before considering the RA procedure as failed. Other set-
tings have mostly been explained in the Chapter 2, while some additional parameters (out
of the methodology scope) will be detailed further on.
As it was already mentioned, a comprehensive evaluation methodology for LTE-A RA
procedure has recently been sketched in [23]. The MAC layer parameters are borrowed
from [30] and for the most part detail the RA procedure which was considered above.
According to the proposed methodology, most PHY layer features are abstracted away
to simplify performance evaluation. It is assumed that out of those, the power ramping
procedure has the most impact on the metrics of interest. The ramping procedure is meant
for power control and has been detailed in [28]. In [23], this procedure has been reduced
to a simple function e−i that defines the probability of failure.
Another important aspect of the methodology is the considered traffic patterns. The
document [23] is focused on the overloaded scenarios, which could theoretically cause
abnormal system loads, high collision probabilities, and prohibitive RA procedure delays.
In fact, as our subsequent analysis shows, only traffic type 2 (beta distribution) is causing
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Table 4.1: Core simulation parameters
Parameter Value
- Cell bandwidth 5 MHz
- PRACH Configuration Index 6
s Total number of preambles 54
L1 Max. number of preamble transmissions 10
- Number of UL grants per RAR 3
- Number of CCEs allocated for PDCCH 16
- Number of CCEs per PDCCH 4
- Ra-ResponseWindowSize 5 ms
- mac-ContentionResolutionTimer 48 ms
W Backoff Indicator 20 ms
pi3/pi4 Probability of successful 0.9/0.9
delivery for Msg 3/Msg 4
L3 Max. number of HARQ Tx for 5
Msg 3 and Msg 4 (non-adaptive HARQ)
M Number of MTC devices 5K, 10K, 30K
N Number of available subframes
for device activation 10K, 60K
t0 Subframe size 1 ms
b Periodicity of PRACH opportunities 5 ms
K RAR response window 5 ms
K1 Preamble transmission time 1 ms
K0 Preamble processing time at eNodeB 2 ms
tpr Processing time before Msg 3 transmission 5 ms
ttx Time of transmission of Msg 3, waiting, 6 ms
and reception of Msg 4
P0 Power consumption in inactive state 0.0 mW
P1 Power consumption in idle state 0.025 mW [42]
P2 Power consumption of processing and Rx 50 mW [42]
P3 Power consumption during Tx 50 mW [42]
actual overloads. This overloaded scenario, however, is difficult to evaluate analytically
and we analyze it mostly based on the simulation results. Traffic type 1 scenario is used
primarily for calibration purposes and, in contrast to the other one, could be approximated
and verified with our analytical approach.
Moving forward, we continue with more detailed system assumptions. One cell of
3GPP LTE-A is considered featuring M identical MTC devices. A device randomly
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chooses a subframe for its UL activation following the uniform distribution (traffic type
1) or beta distribution (traffic type 2) over [1,N]. A preamble, which takes 1 subframe to
be sent, may be attempted for transmission at each b-th subframe, i.e. at slots 1, b+1, ...,
b · i+1, i ∈ Z+.
Whenever activated, the MTC device is said to be backlogged until the completion of
its RA procedure. Otherwise, the device is inactive. At subframes of service (when there
is a PRACH opportunity), every backlogged MTC device chooses one of s preambles and
sends it. According to [23], we assume a collision when two or more MTC devices select
the same preamble, and all the collided preambles are considered failed (ignoring the
power capture effect) after some service time. Otherwise, the preamble is successful with
the probability 1−e−i due to the power ramping, where i is the number of the transmission
attempt [23]. The maximum allowed number of preamble transmission attempts is L1.
If a transmission fails due to the collision or insufficient power, the MTC device uni-
formly selects a backoff counter within W . After 2 subframes of pausing, the response
window of size K starts (see Figure 2.6). Within the response window, eNodeB sends
RAR messages in the subframe uniformly distributed over [1,K]. If the MTC device does
not receive RAR, the preamble transmission attempt is considered failed and the device
backoffs.
When the MTC device receives RAR successfully, it starts processing Msg 3 for trans-
mission during tpr. Further, it sends Msg 3 and waits for ttx− 1 to receive Msg 4 (see
Figure 2.4, right). Msg 3 and Msg 4 are delivered successfully with the probabilities pi3
and pi4 respectively. The maximum allowed number of Msg 3 transmission attempts is L3.
Complementing the 3GPP methodology, which is already considering delay, collision
probability, and the average number of preamble transmissions, we propose an extended
analysis of energy-related metrics. In this Thesis, we also consider some overload con-
trol mechanisms and regular system operation conditions, which, in combination with a
detailed analytical model, is intended to complete evaluation of LTE-A RACH in MTC
scenarios.
4.2 Simulation approach
4.2.1 Simulator description
In what follows, we detail our advanced protocol-level simulator of RA procedure and
the related improvements. For the purpose of conducting extensive evaluations, exist-
ing network simulation tools were considered to be either inadequately slow or lacking
the necessary signaling support. As such, a novel simulator has been developed taking
advantage of extensible modular structure for improved scalability. The benefit of our
simulator is its flexibility in the choice of the parameters of interest, including number of
devices, signaling timings, processing mechanisms, and system settings such as number
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of preambles, backoff window size, etc.
More importantly, our simulation tool allows for simple integration of the extended
components, such as overload control mechanisms and power consumption measure-
ments. Finally, the software is supplied with flexible statistics collecting and process-
ing functions while is able to evaluate various parameters of interest ranging from access
latency/probability to fine-grained energy-related metrics. All the messages transmitted
over the same channel are multiplexed and processed jointly with explicit modeling of
collision behavior. The operation of PRACH accounts for all the necessary features dis-
cussed previously.
In Figure 4.1, the simplified structure of the simulator is captured. There are three
core classes implemented in C++: traffic generator, UE, and eNodeB. Traffic generator
has support for three basic patterns: Uniform, Poisson, and Beta, which are configured
for all the UEs at the beginning of a simulation run. Full buffer (saturated) model is also
available as a separate option. Each device has a dedicated traffic generator implementing
the chosen traffic pattern.
The UE class is supporting operation related to Msg 1 and Msg 3 transmission, as well
as Msg 2 and Msg 4 reception. Several supplementary functions, such as power ramping,
are also maintained at the UE side. The eNodeB class is responsible for detection of
Msg 1 failures due to a collision or insufficient transmission power. After the detection
procedure, a decision on whether to send Msg 2 is made. More detailed scheme of system
behavior is presented in Figure 4.2.
In our event-driven simulator, each event is processed by the event handler and could
trigger another event of the same or different type. For example, a traffic arrival event
triggers the Msg 1 transmission mechanism at the appropriate UE, which in turn schedules
Msg 2 transmission at the eNodeB if Msg 1 has been successful. At the same time, a traffic
arrival event causes the formation of another traffic arrival event at the same device based
on the traffic arrival patterns discussed above. After Msg 2 reception, Msg 3 transmission
is scheduled. This process is repeated until the successful reception of Msg 4, which is
enabling the statistics collector. Finally, sorted results are saved into a file that is delivered
to a Matlab parser for the purposes of visualization.
4.2.2 Simulation validation
In order to validate our simulation tool against the trustworthy and reliable 3GPP test
cases, we have conducted in-depth calibration. In particular, we used the recent reference
data approved by 3GPP in the technical report TR 37.868 [23]. In Table 4.2, a compar-
ison between the results from [23] (see e.g. Table 6.2.2.1.1) and our simulation/analysis
results are shown for traffic type 1 (uniform activation pattern). The details of our ana-
lytical approach will be given in the following section and we include them here only for
consistency.
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Figure 4.1: Simplified simulator structure.
Table 4.2: Methodology calibration
Number of devices 5000 10000 30000 Results origin
Collision Probability (%)
0.01 0.03 0.22 Methodology
0.01 0.03 0.23 Simulation
Number of preamble
1.43 1.45 1.50 Methodology
1.43 1.44 1.50 Simulation
Tx attempts 1.44 1.47 1.57 Analysis
Access delay
25.60 26.05 27.35 Methodology
25.70 26.00 27.10 Simulation
(ms) 25.90 26.40 28.45 Analysis
The Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) of initial network entry delays for 30K
MTC devices (both uniform and beta traffic patterns) are presented in Figure 4.3. Impor-
tantly, 90% and 10% quantiles agree with the reference values from [23] with less than
15% of difference.
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Figure 4.2: Algorithm of system behavior.
4.3 Analytical approach
4.3.1 Delay analysis
In this subsection, we detail our approach to the analytical evaluation of the RACH per-
formance in terms of, primarily, average network access delay. We split the overall delay
into two components, corresponding to the Msg 1-2 and Msg 3-4 processing:
E[τ] = E[τ(1)]+E[τ(2)], (4.1)
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Figure 4.3: Access delay CDF for 30K MTC devices.
where E[τ(1)] is the time interval between the device activation and the RAR response
reception and E[τ(2)] is the time interval between the end of the subframe when RAR was
received and the end of the Msg 4 processing.
The calculation of the distribution and the mean value of the random variable τ(2) is
nearly trivial and the final expression is given as follows:
E[τ(2)] = tpr+
ttx
pitx
[
1− (1−pitx)L3(1+L3pitx)
]
, (4.2)
where parameters tpr, ttx are the processing and Tx timings, pitx = pi3pi4 is the proba-
bility of successful Msg 3 and Msg 4 transmission, and L3 is the maximum number of
Msg 3 transmission attempts. The following part of our analysis concentrates on the first
component of the expression (4.1).
4.3.2 System without collisions
Firstly, we consider the original random-access system without any collisions. Hence,
retransmissions occur solely due to the power ramping. In case of successful preamble
transmission at the first attempt, the service time consists of preamble transmission time,
preamble processing, and the RAR response time. Also we take into account the averaged
time between the device activation and the first preamble transmission attempt b/2, i.e.,
τ(1) = b/2+K1+K0+(K+1)/2. Here, (K+1)/2 stands for the average RAR response
time since we assume that the processing starts immediately after receiving the RAR
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response.
As mentioned above, the probability of successful preamble transmission at the at-
tempt i is (1− e−i) and the complementary probability of the failed transmission is e−i,
correspondingly. Further, we average the sum of the backoff time and additional waiting
time until the next b-th slot denoting the aggregate value as w¯. The distribution of the
service time for Msg 1-2 can be given as:
Pr{τ(1)= b
2
+K1+K0+(K+1)/2 = (1− 1e1 ),
Pr{τ(1)= b
2
+(K1+K0+K+w¯)+K1+K0+
K+1
2
}= 1
e1
(1− 1
e2
)
...
Pr{τ(1)= b
2
+(n−1)(K1+K0+K+w¯)+K1+K0+K+12 }=
(
1− 1
en
)n−1
∏
i=1
1
ei
...
where b/2 stands for the time between the arrival and the beginning of the first pream-
ble transmission attempt, (K1+K0+K+ w¯) is the component, which is added every time
when transmission fails. As such, the mean service time before the beginning of Msg 3
Tx is:
E[τ(1)] = (K1+K0+K+w¯)
L3
∑
n=1
n
(
1− 1
en
)n−1
∏
i=1
1
ei
+
+
b−K+1
2
−w¯=c1(K1+K0+K+w¯)+b−K+12 −w¯, (4.3)
where w¯=c2(c2+1)+(c2+b+bc3)(W−bc3−c2)+bc3c2, c1 ∼= 1.42, c2=bdK/be−K,
and c3=b(W−c2)/bc. This expression presents a lower bound of E[τ(1)] for the studied
system.
4.3.3 System with collisions
Analysis of the system with collisions constitutes a more challenging task, and an accurate
solution is difficult to obtain due to the property of memory as long as the system features
random backoff time, constant timings and, especially, large number of preambles. For
example, in the classical multi-user system with one preamble, the approximate delay
values can easily be obtained as has been done for ALOHA in [43]. For our system,
however, the use of that popular technique does not give a good approximation and we
thus extend the approach from [44]. In order to abstract away the memory property and
establish an estimate for E[τ(1)] for the system with collisions, we adopt the following
equivalent model.
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• We assume Bernoulli activation flow with the rate of pi , when a device generates
a new connection request per subframe with the equivalent probability pi = 1/N,
where N is the number of subframes in the original system.
• We omit explicit consideration of the waiting interval and the backoff window re-
placing them by an assumption that at every subframe a backlogged device activates
with a certain probability pi0 = 1/(K0+K1+K+ w¯). Basically, this means that the
device activates once over the period (K1+K0+K+w¯) if the first transmission fails
due to a collision or insufficient power.
• The probability of successful departure is µ , i.e. the request is served with a certain
probability µ in the current subframe, otherwise the device attempts to access the
channel in the next available subframe.
• Finally, we abstract away the maximum number of preamble transmission attempts.
Within the simplified equivalent system model, an approximation of the mean network
entry delay may be obtained as follows. For the system without collisions, the probability
of being served (µ˜) can be calculated from the equation E[τ˜(1)] = E[τ(1)] as:
µ˜ =
1
E[τ(1)]
=
1
c1(K1+K0+K+w¯)+b−K+12 −w¯
, (4.4)
where E[τ(1)] is the mean time interval between the device activation and the RAR recep-
tion, whereas E[τ˜(1)] is the respective interval in the equivalent model. We will refer to
the expression (4.4) in what follows, when calculating the system load for the devices that
avoid collisions.
We continue by actually accounting for collisions. Let us consider one subframe and
assume that a particular device i has generated a request and also selected a preamble. Let
the system be in the state j, where j is the number of backlogged devices including the
device i. In the state j, the behavior of the device i can be described by a simple two-state
Markov chain, where a state represents the number of pending requests Qi at the device,
which can be equal to either 0 or 1. The transition matrix for the considered chain is given
as:
Π=
(
1−pi pi
µ j 1−µ j
)
. (4.5)
As such, the steady-state distribution ω = {ω0,ω1} can be obtained from the matrix
equation ΠTω = ω , when ω0 +ω1 = 1. Hence, the average number of requests Qi is
expressed as:
E[Qi] = 1 ·ω1 = pipi+µ j , (4.6)
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where Qi is the number of requests at the considered device i and µ j is the probability of
successful preamble transmission.
By the Little’s law, we obtain the average time spent by the system in the state j as:
E[τ(1)j ] =
E[Qi]
pi
=
1
pi+µ j
. (4.7)
In the state j, for j−1 backlogged devices, the probability of accessing the channel and
selecting the same preamble as the device i had is pi0 · 1/s (the probability to activate
times the probability to select the same preamble). For the inactive M− j devices, the
corresponding probability is pi · 1/s (the probability of arrival in a subframe times the
probability to select the same preamble).
Thus, the probability pi∗j to avoid collision for the device i in the state j can be calcu-
lated as follows:
pi∗j =
(
1−pi0s−1
) j−1 (
1−pis−1)M− j . (4.8)
Further, we account for the power ramping effect. The probability to avoid collision at
the attempt n is given as follows:
Pr{1st successful}=
(
1− 1
e
)
pi∗j ,
Pr{2nd successful}=
(
1−
(
1− 1
e
)
pi∗j
)(
1− 1
e2
)
pi∗j ,
...
Pr{nth successful}=
(
1− 1
en
)
pi∗j
n−1
∏
i=1
(
1−pi∗j
(
1− 1
ei
))
,
....
Here, we also neglect all the lost preambles as we did before, averaging by successful
transmissions and replacing the sought expectation with the conditional one. The average
number of attempts can be obtained as:
n¯ j = pi∗j
L1
∑
n=1
n
(
1− 1
en
)n−1
∏
i=1
(
1−pi∗j
(
1− 1
ei
))
. (4.9)
Taking into account the effect of power ramping, we establish the probability µ j of
successful request i transmission:
µ j =
(
n¯ j ·(K1+K0+K+w¯)+ b−K+12 −w¯
)−1
, (4.10)
where n¯ j is given by (4.9).
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The average service time can then be calculated as:
E[τ(1)] =
M
∑
j=1
θ jE[τ
(1)
j ] =
M
∑
j=1
θ j
1
pi+µ j
, (4.11)
where {θ j}Mj=1 is the steady-state distribution, θ j is the steady-state probability of being
in the state j.
In order to obtain the stationary distribution defined above, we need to consider all the
state transitions and solve the corresponding matrix equation of dimension M. To reduce
the complexity of such calculations, we omit more complicated transitions between the
states and average θ j, using binomial distribution, by:
θ j =
(
M−1
j−1
)
ρ j−1 (1−ρ)M− j , (4.12)
where ρ is the device load, and
(M−1
j−1
)
= (M−1)!( j−1)!(M− j)! .
Here, we disregard all the collisions between other devices by assuming that only the
considered device i falls into a collision. Thus, we can calculate the system load ρ = pi/µ˜
using the expression (4.4) for the probability of being served µ , derived for the system
without collisions.
The resulting expression for the approximate mean service time is:
E[τ(1)]=
M
∑
j=1
(M−1
j−1
)
ρ j−1 (1−ρ)M− j
1
N+
(
a j(K1+K0+K+w¯)+b−K+12 −w¯
)−1, (4.13)
where a j is given above.
4.3.4 Applicability discussion
In this subsection, we emphasize that the proposed analytical approach is applicable only
for the practical systems, which can be reduced to a stationary system. This, obviously,
can be done when considering the uniform distribution of the device activation time (traf-
fic inter-arrival time) over a fixed time interval.
Otherwise, for instance, in case of beta distribution, one should take into account dy-
namic changes of the parameters, which is rather tedious and is thus left out of scope of
this Thesis.
However, our approach allows for a broad range of important practical extensions. In
particular, we can easily analyze a regular MTC operation scenario described further on
in Section 5.2, where inter-arrival time follows exponential distribution with a certain
parameter 1/λ .
Due to the stationarity of this process, we exploit the same approach and, literally, the
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same formulas, while only replacing the probability pi with the probability that at least
one packet arrives in a particular subframe:
pi = 1−Pr{X(t, t+ t0) = 0}, (4.14)
where t0 is the size of the subframe, t0 = 1 ms.
In more detail, the data arrival flow constitutes a stationary, ordinary, and memoryless
process {X(0, t), t ≥ 0}= {X(t), t ≥ 0} representing the number of data arrivals occurred
until the moment t:
Pr{X(t) = k}= λ
ktk
k!
e−λ t ,k = 0,1,2, ..., (4.15)
where λ is the arrival flow rate.
Hence, due to the property of stationarity, the probability p0 that the number of arrivals
within a slot of length t0 equals 0, is given by:
pi = 1−Pr{X(t, t+ t0) = 0}= 1− e−λ t0, (4.16)
where X(t, t+ t0) is the number of arrivals over the time interval [t, t+ t0), t is an arbitrary
time moment, and t0 is the subframe length.
We finally note that the proposed analytical framework can also incorporate some over-
load control mechanisms, such as e.g. initial backoff (see Section 5.1 for details). It will
produce changes to the equation (4.8) and derivations above concerning the probability to
avoid collisions, i.e. the probability to collide should be set to pi ·pi0 ·1/s for all (M− j)
inactive devices due to the device activation before its first transmission attempt.
4.3.5 Energy consumption analysis
As mentioned previously, our methodology is powerful enough to be extended for the
energy-related analysis of the MTC device behavior.
Therefore, we introduce new important parameters (out of scope of [23]), which rep-
resent power consumption levels of a typical MTC device. In particular, we consider the
maximum of four different device power states (see Figure 2.6):
• P0 – Inactive State. In this state, the device consumes minimum power. The buffer
is empty, no data to transmit.
• P1 – Idle State. The device is activated, but it does not transmit in the current
subframe.
• P2 – Rx state. The device is expecting Msg 2/Msg 4 or is processing the related
responses.
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• P3 – Tx State. The device is transmitting Msg 1/Msg 3. The maximum power is
consumed.
We estimate the total energy consumption of a device per subframe as a sum of frac-
tions of time spent in every power state multiplied by the power consumption in the cor-
responding state. Therefore, we analytically establish the time spent by the device in
every of four possible power states by calculating the corresponding time proportions as
follows.
Tx state time is given by:
q3 = K1n¯+
1
pitx
[
1− (1−pitx)L3(1+L3pitx)
]
, (4.17)
where n¯ is the estimation for the mean number of preamble transmission attempts and
K1n¯ corresponds to the time of preamble transmission, while the second part accounts for
the average number of Msg 3 transmissions.
Rx state time is given as:
q2 = K(n¯−1)+ K+12 + tpr+
ttx−1
pitx
[
1− (1−pitx)L3(1+L3pitx)
]
, (4.18)
where K(n¯−1) is the time spent expecting the RAR response, (K+1)/2 is the mean
index of the response from eNodeB at the successful attempt, and the remainder corre-
sponds to the processing and receiving of Msg 3 and Msg 4.
Idle state time can be calculated as:
q1 =
b
2
+K0n¯+(n¯−1)w¯, (4.19)
where K0n¯ is the time for the eNodeB to process the preamble after its reception and b2
is the idle time between the activation and the beginning of the preamble transmission.
The approximate average number of transmissions for the mean number of preamble
transmission attempts is given by the formula:
n¯=
M
∑
j=1
(
M−1
j−1
)
ρ j−1 (1−ρ)M− jpi∗j ·a j. (4.20)
Finally, the estimated total energy expenditure of an MTC device can be calculated as:
ε = P0(N−q3−q2−q1)+P1q1+P2q2+P3q3. (4.21)
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Figure 4.4: RA power consumption.
The analytical and simulation results for the MTC device power consumption (traffic
type 1, uniform) are summarized in Figure 4.4. We notice that the provided analytical
approximation is extremely accurate even when the population of MTC devices is high.
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5. NUMERICAL RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS
Possible solutions and their analysis for the considered problems are described in this
Chapter. Here, the emphasis is made on the energy efficiency and power consumption
results. However, the conventions metrics, calibrated in the previous Chapter are also
targeted. In the end of the Chapter, we are also discussing the results and showing possible
future directions of the research.
5.1 MTC Overload conditions
Our evaluation framework detailed above may be used to conclude on the feasibility of
the candidate RAN overload control solutions (see e.g., [22]). In particular, we consider
a combination of initial back-off (pre-backoff) proposed by [45] and MTC-specific back-
off described in [46]. The main idea is that the backoff time is invoked not only after
any unsuccessful preamble transmission attempt, but also at the very beginning of every
RA procedure to de-correlate the surge in channel access attempts from many MTC de-
vices. As a result, with a large enough BI value chosen, the network entry peaks can be
smoothened and the collision probability may be decreased. Given that many MTC ap-
plications are delay-tolerant, some increase in the mean access delay is often acceptable.
To conclude on this study item, we have performed simulations based on traffic type
2 (beta distribution, more correlated entry attempts). In Figures 5.1, 5.2 , collision prob-
ability, and access success probability for different BI values (which may also be larger
than those currently defined by the LTE-A specification) were evaluated.
In this figure, the BI starts from 20 ms and is increased up to its maximum standardized
value of 960 ms [30]. As can be seen from the plot, access success probability after all
the available retries is about 80%, which may not be acceptable for many MTC-aware
scenarios. Therefore, we consider the use of the three reserved options for the BI in [30]
with larger values: 1920, 3840, and 7680 ms. As a result, additional delay is compensated
by a considerably higher (up to 100%) reliability level of the network access.
5.2 Regular operation conditions
By contrast to the previous (sub)sections focusing on the case of MTC overload, this
subsection concentrates on regular MTC operation when all the devices have already per-
formed their initial network entry. The LTE-A specification allows the use of PRACH
for scheduling request transmission, whenever the device does not have the resources
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Figure 5.1: Overload control performance: collision probability, and access success probability
allocated over the default control channel [30]. However, the methodology in [23] de-
fines only overloaded network entry patterns leaving open the actual device traffic model.
Therefore, below we consider the reference MTC UL traffic model in accordance with the
recent 3GPP technical report [47].
The document [47] suggests that the packet inter-arrival time distribution is exponential
with the constant mean value of 30 seconds and alternative packet sizes of 256 and 1024
bits. Conventional metrics are not so interesting in this case, because they will be close
to normal values. However, since in the considered scenario the MTC devices send actual
data, we may explicitly account for their energy efficiency. Energy efficiency may be
calculated as the number of data packets that were transmitted successfully by a device,
weighted with the packet size, and related to the total energy (in Joules) spent by this
device. Consequently, the dimension of this important metric is bits per Joule (bpJ).
Both simulation results and our analysis (obtained by extending the proposed approach
from the previous section) are shown in Figure 5.3. Noteworthy, the device energy effi-
ciency is changing insignificantly with the overall population of the MTC devices. This is
due to the fact that the actual MTC device energy efficiency is quite low when compared
to e.g., a typical mobile device [48] and has significant potential for further improvement.
Finally, we conclude that the analytical results are very close to the simulated values. The
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only notable difference could be seen for 30K devices due to a slightly decreased accuracy
of our analytical approach for higher traffic arrival rates.
5.3 Conclusions and possible extensions
In this Thesis we emphasized the lack of comprehensive evaluation frameworks for the
performance assessment of the PRACH mechanism within the 3GPP LTE-A technology
that would rely on both simulation and analysis components. Moreover, previous eval-
uation results are often disjoint and contradictory due to the fact that the unified 3GPP
calibration methodology has only been finalized very recently. As such, we have ac-
counted for the latest reference data approved by 3GPP while validating our own advanced
protocol-level RACH simulator.
In Chapter 3 we have also made a complete analysis of currently existing simulation
tools, which are frequently used in practice as core instrument to predict the future net-
work behavior. In general, this overview was very useful in the process of creation of
our own simulation tool. However, the modern wireless communication oriented research
could not always relies only on the simulations, therefore powerful and flexible analytical
instrument was applied and calibrated.
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Further, we conducted an in-depth analysis of the case when the RAN is facing a
surge in near-simultaneous network entry attempts from an excessive number of MTC
devices. To add even more insight to the MTC device behavior, we also considered the
regular device operation, when initial network entry has already been performed and the
device is sending its actual UL data. Our approach allows to investigate the performance
of MTC devices, the impact of PRACH settings, and the overload control mechanisms
in terms of conventional metrics, such as access success probability and medium access
delay. In particular, the limitation of existing access protocol in case of correlated net-
work entry attempts has been indicated and the benefits of several potential enhancements
were highlighted. These modifications do not require major protocol change and feature
the pre-backoff technique complemented by the usage of larger MTC-specific BI values.
Moreover, the analytical technique presented in this Thesis is a powerful tool that can be
used to extend the 3GPP RACH calibration methodology [23]. One such improvement
accounts for the power-related metrics of an MTC device to conclude on all the aspects
of the random access procedure, including its energy efficiency. Furthermore, based on
the research made in this Thesis, a new energy and resource efficient contention-based
mechanism was considered and analyzed in [3].
Our estimation of delay and power consumption has been found to be very accurate
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and we plan to work on it further considering additional realistic features of RACH per-
formance. Our analytical approach is also applicable for studying other MTC-related
enhancements within LTE-A, such as sending scheduling requests via PUCCH, Extended
Access Barring (EAB, [49]) scheme, and Extended Wait Timer (eWaitTimer, [50]) mech-
anism.
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